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Introduction  
 

Leaving my ski poles in an upright “V” position, I settled down to wait for the 
snowmobile that would take me back down to Plan de Jeux. It would be dark in an hour 
and sleety snow gusted across the mountainside while the higher peaks merged into the 
iron grey ceiling just above. I tightened my hood against the rising wind. 

My knee no longer hurt now that I was sat down but the effort of trying to make 
turns on skis had risked worsening the injury and though I protested that I could have 
walked or at least limped down the slope, I felt a secret relief that the effort was over.  I 
know that effectively being rescued when I wasn’t that badly hurt was like giving up but 
my instructor had said that a lift down was no trouble to anyone and given the lateness 
of the hour, she was probably right. Besides – I had never been on a snowmobile and 
was quite looking forward to it. 

Looking around I began to appreciate my surroundings a bit more. Alone, five 
thousand feet up a mountain, in rapidly deteriorating weather and approaching twilight – 
I was warm though and Plan de Jeux was little more than a mile away so my situation 
didn’t unnerve me. The only sound was the wind brushing the snow against my hood 
and jacket, any other noises there might have been in the forest were lost in the white 
swirling mass. Below through the trees, the faint lights of the village were starting to 
appear and much further down, the dark valley of the Rhone was almost lost from view 
as the winter darkness approached. 

This was my first time in the Alps in winter and I tried to imagine these hills above 
Torgon in the summer, green meadows dotted with grazing cattle and forest trails leading 
up to breezy summits with far off views. It would make good walking country this. 
Gradually, I became aware of a noise above the wind. It became louder, cutting through 
the muffling snow, rising and falling in strident tones – an engine. Then the lights 
appeared through the trees and I waved to the driver. My taxi had arrived. 
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Chapter One 
A New Route in the Alps 

 
As the rain battered the window violently and Winter Hill once again disappeared from 
view behind the squalls, I thought back to the skiing trip and felt a sense of relief that the 
injury had been minor. I could have been sat here writing a story called “Great Train 
Journeys of Switzerland” or something similar.  The English Summer was now upon us 
and I’d be back in the Alps in a little over a month 

The injury, while confirming my initial opinion – that skiing is dangerous – had 
turned out to be nothing worse than a bad sprain and the Glacier Express would have to 
wait until another time. Seriously though, I had enjoyed my first efforts at skiing and was 
maybe lucky to get away with nothing worse than a sprained knee. The sport is surely a 
more dignified way of descending a hill than on one’s backside although that same 
backside has a lot further to fall from a standing up position.  

It had been for some time now that I’d been thinking about doing a decent sized 
trek in the Alps, my experience so far consisting only of day hikes and easy summits. I 
was after doing a trip that could be done by any reasonably fit hiker in a normal 
fortnight’s holiday without having to walk 20 miles a day or risk winding up at the 
bottom of a crevasse. Just a look on the internet or in any hiking magazine reveals an 
endless list of possibilities – Chamonix to Zermatt by a choice of Haute Routes, the Tour 
du Mont Blanc (TMB), the Alpine Pass Route, the Oberland Haute Route as well as the 
Tour of Monte Rosa, the Circuit of the Matterhorn and many more. You can go in a 
group, self guided, backpacking, hut to hut, in hotels or on bike! Such is the level of 
choice available. I immediately thought however that it would add to the excitement if I 
could come up with my own route. 

Coming up with an original route though would be far from easy. It seemed that 
wherever I went there’d be little I could say that wasn’t already in the trekking companies 
brochures! Or was there?  

Lengthy examinations of a map of the Western Alps began to reveal that there was 
indeed a route linking 2 fantastic locations; a route that could follow mountain trails for 
much of its length whilst still having bad weather alternatives; a route that would traverse 
2 Swiss Cantons from the northern rim of the alps almost to the Italian border as well as 
showing the walker some of the best mountain scenery in Europe. It couldn’t be booked 
as a package tour either – not yet anyway.  

The route would link 2 quintessentially alpine villages and their mountains which 
have become very symbols of the Alps themselves. My journey would take me from 
Grindelwald in the Canton of Bern south to Zermatt in the Valais - from the Eiger to the 
Matterhorn. 

As the route follows several ancient pathways through the mountains, it has 
doubtless been walked many times, at least in part, by villagers of Bern canton visiting 
relatives in the southern Valais for instance. Many sections of the route have been used 
as trade routes throughout history though I could find no reference to the route being 
done for its own sake and therein lay a good reason for me to try. Besides, though it may 
not be a new route in the Alps in the strictest sense of the word, I thought it would make 
a good chapter title. 

A possible downside of trying a route of my own though was that I had no itinerary 
to follow like the hikers on the Haute Route or TMB so I would effectively be making it 
up as I went along thus giving ample opportunities for getting lost. Certain sections 
would be fairly obvious such as the high Sefeinenfurka heading west out of the Jungfrau 



Region and the Gemmi or maybe Lotschen Pass from Kandersteg to the Valais but for 
much of the way I would be quite literally on my own.  

I had at least decided on the first and last days’ walking which was a start I suppose. 
I figured that if I was to walk from the Eiger to the Matterhorn then I should start with 
the wonderful “Eiger Trail” above Grindelwald and it followed that the finish, quite 
predictably, would be the “Matterhorn Trail” linking Schwarzsee with Zermatt. As for 
the rest of the route was concerned... Well; I’ve not thought about that yet but I suppose 
I’d work it out when I get there. 

It had seemed like the proverbial “Good idea at the time” but once I’d told a few 
friends and family type people that I intended to walk from Grindelwald to Zermatt I 
began to think that I might actually have to do this walk instead of just talk about it – 
after all, it was a long way over very big hills. I normally “day hike” and am not so used 
to walking somewhere new day after day and this was what bore down as a weight on my 
mind.  

Hotels it would be – the best of the internet which in my case means the cheapest I 
can find that are still standing. Yes – I know – the “purist” would carry a tent and 
cooking equipment including a (very heavy) gas bottle and sleeping bag as well as 
clothing, food and water. Sod that for a game of soldiers! I wanted to enjoy the walk not 
kill myself! Anyway – the internet came up with bargain after bargain on 2/3 star hotel 
bookings so why rough it? 

The second big test of the route was how much would I use my ability and 
predisposed will to cheat? Cheating on anything resembling a physical challenge was 
something I’d learned at school during cross country running. This sport was one I took 
to, more so than Rugby which at times appeared to ignore many civilised principles such 
as the Geneva Convention, and so I actually put the effort in on the 5 mile runs through 
the woods and fields managing quite good times. I did, however, find that despite all my 
hard work, many of the runners who mysteriously appeared ahead of me seemed a lot 
less tired than I was. It turned out that simply taking short cuts was the main reason 
behind this but there were cases of runners hopping onto the Number 37 bus which 
would speed them effortlessly along a third of the course at an average speed of over 25 
miles an hour – a speed I was only capable of on my bike. There was even one case of a 
lad, David Rogers, who came in last having spent the best part of an hour enjoying tea 
and biscuits aboard a canal barge – speed 5 mph – not a good choice if you’re looking to 
win a race! 

Yes, cheating was a distinct possibility so I needed to decide at what point it would 
be resorted to. It was clearly no good going to Switzerland with the attitude that if the 
weather wasn’t perfect I’d just say “Oh, it’s raining today, I think I’ll get the bus” or “It’s 
too hot, I’ll get the train up that hill” as soon as the temperature topped 25 degrees C.  

Seriously though, I’d already decided after studying the map, that the vast populated 
trench of the Rhone valley between the southern slopes of the Bernese Alps and the 
climb to Zermatt would be seen through the windows of a big yellow Post Bus. The 
valley floor is a main through fare between Northern and Southern Europe and is built 
up in many places with a motorway, high speed rail links to Italy and several other roads 
running its length. The other places where I would allow mechanical assistance would be 
if there was any excessive road walking or if the path simply followed the railway lines. 
The purist carrying the world on his back would of course wish to walk every inch of the 
route but the Alpine transports, the cableways, mountain trains and Post Bus are – 
certainly in Switzerland – an integral part of the Alpine experience and are there to be 
used if required.  

 



 
 

Chapter Two 
From Blackburn to the Bernese Oberland. 

 
How often do you actually welcome seeing the ticket inspector on a train? For most 
people it’s probably no odds either way. For some, such as this guy I used to work with, 
it meant a thoroughly bad start to the day. He used to travel by train to work ticket less, 
having worked out the odds against being caught and when he was, he suffered not only 
the wrath of the inspectors but the laughter of the rest of us who thought he was  a 
complete idiot regardless. 

What this unassuming Swiss railway official was completely unaware of though was 
he’d just confirmed to me two very important things. Firstly, that I hadn’t yet lost the 
ticket I’d purchased at Basel twenty minutes ago which was good going, as losing things 
especially small bits of paper is something of a speciality of mine, and secondly, that I 
was on the right train. This second point I was fairly sure of anyway but being certain is 
always better than being “fairly sure”! 

A very un-alpine landscape, the rolling green fields and scattered towns of Northern 
Switzerland slid past the window as I relaxed and thought about what had been and still 
was, come to think of it, a very long day. Jacqui had dropped me off at Mum and Dad’s 
house last night so as to avoid driving from Blackburn to Liverpool airport in the rush 
hour. As they lived abut halfway between Liverpool and Manchester airports Dad was 
forever getting roped in as a free airport taxi service, not only by me but by my sister as 
well.  

Aboard Easyjet flight 7241 I had enjoyed a certain smug satisfaction that came with 
only having paid £7.95 for my seat. Often the day on which I go on a trip or holiday is 
decided by the pricing policy of Easyjet or Ryanair and this had been a good one. The 
flight itself was uneventful and on time and it wasn’t long before I was enjoying a 
surprisingly good slice of pizza from a station kiosk at Basel.  

My train took me across Switzerland via the capital Berne which I’d visited the 
summer before with Jacqui and my son Josh, and a little under 2 hours after leaving Basel 
we were rolling along the serene shores of the Thunersee. The waters of the lake were 
dark beneath a grey evening sky while on the other side of the train the huge pyramid of 
the peak known as Niesen rose into the clouds.  

The weather was surprisingly cool at Interlaken and it had clearly just been raining. 
The platform could have been any station in Japan judging by the main nationality of 
people milling around. The Japanese all seem to head for here and to Zermatt too, where 
I was headed. It seemed a long way off, probably because it was, and I was daunted by 
the prospect of walking there. For now though I’d get on a BOB train, the little red and 
white Berner Oberland Bahn that would take me to Grindelwald just up the valley.  

Judging by the river, a huge amount of rain had fallen around here recently. There 
was no lazy meandering; instead a purposeful rushing marked the water’s journey down 
valley. Above through the dripping trees, forested slopes rose at improbable angles with 
silvery ribbon-like waterfalls marking narrow gaps through the near vertical woods. 
Higher still cliffs and airy pinnacles rose into the swirling grey cloud. I’ve been here 
several times but these views never cease to amaze.  

The train had reached its destination and I had begun the walk up the familiar main 
street of Grindelwald. Despite the crowds of people it is a charming place and it’s hard to 
imagine anywhere more typically Swiss or Alpine. The timber chalet style shops and 
restaurants lined the single main street up the hill from the station, their balconies 
adorned with flower baskets adding splashes of colour to the scene. At this hour most of 



the shops selling such things as cowbell wind chimes, chocolate boxes, watches and 
cuckoo clocks were closed and evening diners crowded onto the restaurant terraces 
despite the coolness of the air. There appeared to be some sort of carnival going on and 
walking further up the road revealed this to be, of all things, a country and western music 
festival. This certainly had the Japanese confused. They’d come to a place with a name 
like Grindelwald expecting alpine horns and lederhosen to be faced with a load of people 
dressed in cowboy outfits playing guitars and banjos! Some would go back to Tokyo and 
Osaka thinking this was what they normally did in Switzerland while others wore 
expressions that simply said “maybe I got on the wrong train back there”. 

Resisting the temptation to stop for a beer, I walked on up the hill leaving the bustle 
and activity behind and headed for my hotel. Passing the church, the hill steepened and I 
was reminded that when I’d checked in to my flight that morning my rucksack had 
weighed 25 pounds. I’d packed everything I needed into a single bag, trying to keep 
weight to a minimum but I noticed it going up this hill. I then gradually became aware of 
something else; the vast scale of this valley. The high mountains hid behind the grey 
clouds but once away from the town centre I could sense them, towering unseen to the 
sky all around. Grindelwald is completely dominated by the Eiger and its North wall, the 
peak rising 3000 metres or 10 000 feet above the village which itself is 1000 metres above 
sea level. At night the lights at the Eigerwand station on the Jungfrau railway and the 
Mitteleggi hut on the ridge of the same name appear as stars in the black sky above, but 
not tonight.  

As I reached my hotel the rain began to come down again as darkness descended. 
I’d got here just in time. With a sense of déjà vu, I walked into the lobby of the Hotel 
Lauberhorn, I’d stayed here last September for a few days and I now got a warm 
welcome from Benny who runs the place with his wife Conny. He’d remembered my 
name from the booking and recognised me as I arrived.  

Not wishing to carry my rucksack up to the top floor, I took the lift. Yeah, this 
boded well for carrying the same bag, plus food and water, across the mountains in a 
couple of days! The rooms at the Lauberhorn are bright and comfortable and I soon 
settled in, sorting my gear into what I wanted tomorrow and stuff I wouldn’t have to 
carry until I left. I planned to do a walk the next day up a local peak. Which one 
depended on the weather – the rain was falling steadily and it was none too warm on the 
balcony. I made sure I only put in my bag things I’d need for a day hike. Having 
inadvertently carried a map of Snowdon up most of the hills in the Lake District and 
taking Wainwright’s guide to the Southern Fells to Norway, I thought it was worth 
having a good clearout of my rucksack. I didn’t need to climb 1200 metres the next day 
only to discover that I’d carried my guides to Zermatt and a spare pair of trainers up 
there as well.  

I quickly showered and changed and went down to the bar for a couple of beers. 
Benny informed me that the forecast was improving but it hadn’t been so good, wet 
down in Grindelwald and a lot of snow higher up – above about 2100 metres. A hiker on 
the Faulhorn, which I’d climbed last September, had encountered over 60cm of fresh 
snow 2 days previously. The Schwarzhorn was out for tomorrow as ice would render its 
steep rocky slopes hazardous. The slightly higher but easier Schilthorn at nearly 3000 
metres would be a challenge but at least safer.  

More tales of battles with the weather were recounted later when an Australian 
couple, Anthony and Nicky joined us. They were hiking the Oberland Pass Route which 
began in Engelberg. Yesterday, they’d walked over the Grosse Scheidegg from Meiringen 
in continuous rain and fog and were having a rest day after their ordeal. It sounded a 
good walk that they were doing but the weather hadn’t been kind. They were doing the 
trek as a self guided tour which meant that they’d booked the accommodation through 



the tour company and it was up to them the route or mode of transport they took each 
day. Pretty much what I was doing really though I’d arranged my own accommodation. 
As a relaxing evening brought to an end a long days travelling, I headed back to my 
room, bravely tackling the stairs now I was without a bag. 

 
July 12th dawned clear and the first thing I could see when I woke up was the Eiger 

across the valley through the patio windows to the balcony. A towering mass of snow 
and ice covered rock shone in the early morning sun. Outside were revealed all the peaks 
that had been invisible the previous night - across the valley the Eiger and the 
Fiescherhorner, while at the end of the valley there rose the equally precipitous 
Wetterhorn. Glaciers draped low towards the valley and the snowline, also hidden last 
night, was much lower than normal for July, a winter world only 1000 m above.  

After an excellent breakfast I wandered leisurely back down the road to the railway 
station and bought my ticket to Murren, an experience made so much more enjoyable by 
using the half-price card I’d bought in Basel. These cards, known as halbtax in German 
and demi tarif in French speaking Switzerland, are valid for a month and enable the 
purchaser to travel half price on all Swiss National and Regional railways as well as the 
Post Bus service and most of the non-state run trains and cable cars, including the 
Jungfraubahn and the BOB trains operating in this region. They’re even valid on most 
boat services on the lakes throughout the country. It always pleased me to get anything 
half price anyway.  

The cowboys had left town and the shops in Grindelwald were back to normal 
selling cuckoo clocks and cow-bell wind chimes. My mum had bought some once - from 
one of these shops I think it was - and they’d hung on the back door until the noise kept 
everyone awake at night and they were taken down.  My train journey took me back 
down the valley to change at Zwei Lutschinen where I boarded another to 
Lauterbrunnen a short way to the south. (Staying on the first train would have taken me 
back down to Interlaken.) The weather here was a shade warmer but cloud was 
beginning to gather around the peaks obscuring many of them from view. 

I boarded the cable car for Grutschalp which had replaced the old funicular. I 
decided this would be one I’d use on the walk when I passed through Lauterbrunnen in 2 
days time. It doesn’t cut out much distance just a steep climb on a path linking the top 
and bottom stations. From Grutschalp a second train takes you along a wide forested 
shelf into Murren. This place was surprisingly quiet after the busy streets of Grindelwald 
and Lauterbrunnen and only a few tourists wandered onto its streets. I passed the hotel 
Jungfrau – Good – I was booked in there in 3 night’s time and it looked a pleasant chalet 
building on a quiet road. I took the short funicular railway to Almendhubel which knocks 
an hour or so off the lengthy climb to the Schilthorn.  

Surrounded by the lifting mists which had hung just above Murren I began the 
ascent. Almendhubel is situated in an area of cool damp woods and grassy alpine 
meadows at an altitude of about 1900 m and the path (signposted Schilthorn and 
Schilthorn Hut) led up from the station to a small summit where an information board 
gave facts abut the Eiger which was hidden somewhere in the mist behind me.  

The path led downhill slightly at first along a wide grassy ridge before beginning a 
steep and unrelenting ascent of the slope ahead. This is the course of the Inferno Ski Run 
from the Schilthorn’s summit down to Murren. Looking at the gradient it would appear 
that only a grisly death on the rocks below could result from skiing down here. Equally 
mad, a sign declared it to be the route of a half marathon! I’ll not be entering either race.  

It was a peaceful rest stop. Silence apart from distant cowbells and the sound of an 
unseen stream somewhere. As I watched, the eternal snows of the Jungfrau emerged half 



seen across the valley. The contrast of the sunlit snow and dark rock hung like a mirage 
in a hole in the clouds before fading away as the mist closed back in.  

All of a sudden, the path turned a sharp left up a wide gully before the angle at last 
eased and the country opened out. I walked for some time over cropped turf of alpine 
meadows climbing slowly but steadily. The mist surrounded everything but it didn’t rain 
and the path was clear to follow. Presently I started to spot patches of melting snow 
which became more frequent until ahead a seemingly endless snow slope emerged from 
the drifting cloud.  

A group of hikers, who turned out to be English, took form from the fog and 
informed me that the hut wasn’t far, “just 5 minutes”. They’d taken the cable car to Birg 
at 2600m and walked down. The way at least that far was easy despite the snow, but they 
didn’t know what the route to the summit was like.  

Up the snow I went and indeed reached a sign in a couple of minutes pointing to 
the hut just off to the left. From here the way was barred – apparently a rock fall had 
come down and made the main path hazardous. I followed the diversion to the left 
across more snow and all of a sudden a gap in the cloud opened up. The way ahead was 
seen up the snowfields in the middle.  

Another steep haul, kicking steps in the snow as I followed the new route up 
through a remote looking high valley brought me back to the main path and the going at 
once became easier again. Here were 2 more walkers up ahead. I must say for a mountain 
that is accessible by cable car, I’d seen surprisingly few people. Maybe it was the weather 
or amount of snow but I’d have expected more walking downhill if not climbing the 
peak. They turned out to be an American couple who’d also walked down from Birg, the 
middle station, which had been visible above as I climbed the valley.  

“It’s just great to be without the car”, commented the guy, “not having to worry 
about parking and finding gas”. I agreed and told them that I never bothered with one in 
Switzerland – you don’t need a car here, the transport is so good; totally different from 
being in the States, where buses and trains are few and far between away from the cities. 
I guess Britain’s about half way between the two.  

We bade each other well for the rest of our walks and I headed on up, following a 
sign for the Schilthorn again. The main path led off around the slope to the left for Birg 
but my route kept on up to the ridge between the 2 peaks. I guessed it was unusual to 
find an American who disliked cars, but I just had.  

My route now led past a mountain tarn below to the left, with the cloud revealing a 
variable amount of the snowy wilderness I headed into. Down beyond the tarn there 
were occasional glimpses of the Lauterbrunnen valley through the ragged clouds. It was a 
long, long way down and I was surprised how high I was. The air here was thin and cold 
and the snow was no longer melting. For a while the Jungfrau was visible again and there 
was blue sky as if I was emerging above the cloud but as I climbed the mist overtook me 
again.  

The route was marked by red and white splotches of paint and small cairns here and 
there, so despite the snow cover, now 6 or more inches deep in places, the way was easy 
to find. Up and over rocks in short scrambles followed by plods through deep snow. I 
paused by a rock as I needed the loo, first listening out to see if the cable car was near by. 
I didn’t want to be caught with my pants down just as the cable car appeared out of the 
mist, its full load of tourists clicking away on their cameras. The thought of the cable car 
appearing amused me, it didn’t of course – I’d gone under its path some way back. I 
presently passed a memorial to Alice Arbuthnot who was killed up here by lightning in 
1865. This served to remind me of the dangers and concentrate on the job in hand.  

As the path steepened great care was needed on the snowy parts but soon sections 
of fixed rope appeared as the route began to follow the crest of the ridge. Beyond it was 



a misty white void. I reached a minor summit just as the sun came out. Beyond, the fixed 
rope led across a narrow section of ridge only a foot or two wide, the summit just 
beyond, with the famous restaurant clearly visible on top.  

I set off across the narrow section, it was a bit like Sharp Edge in the Lake District 
but the proximity of the cloud tops gave the sensation of walking in the sky. Just to add 
to the impression of height – as if it needed to – holes in the cloud revealed the 
Lauterbrunnen valley over 2000m below while snow peaks floated dizzily on the fog 
banks like some great oceanic icebergs on its far side. Below the cloud closer at hand was 
revealed a mysterious high valley with no sign of habitation which disappeared back 
beneath the cloud layers before I could identify it. 

I was soon, with some help from the rope handrail, across this rather exciting 
section and climbing the rocks on the far side by a series of stone steps hewn out of the 
rock itself. A last breathless climb brought me onto the summit structure where people 
milled about looking cold and somewhat the worse for the altitude. The Schilthorn is 
2970m or nearly 10 000 feet so a rapid ascent from valley level on the cable car would 
quite literally take your breath away. 

The views from here are famous and extend from the Black Forest in Germany to 
Mont Blanc but today they didn’t! We appeared to be level with the top of the cloud layer 
so sometimes the sun shone and some of the nearer mountains were visible then the mist 
would roll back over us hiding all but this cold airy platform.  

I went inside for a minute but it was too warm and crowded so I amused myself by 
watching the tourists come dashing out for a view of the Eiger only for the cloud to 
come back in before they could get their cameras out of their bags. The simple things are 
always the best! Besides, it had happened to me already several times. Apparently there’s 
a cinema up here where you can watch James Bond in On Her Majesty’s Secret Service which 
was partly filmed here, this being the location for Piz Gloria; Blofeld’s mountain 
stronghold.  The setting in Fleming’s book was actually a peak above Pontresina in the 
East of Switzerland but the Schilthorn towering above the Lauterbrunnen valley is 
probably the more impressive mountain and has the distinctive restaurant on the summit. 
They still mention this in the tourist blurb even though it was a good few years ago now 
but I’ve seen the film, so I didn’t bother this time.  

Because of the time I opted against retracing my steps down, instead taking the easy 
option of a one way ticket in the cable car - half price of course - at least retaining an 
element of smugness with the knowledge that out of the population of that dangling 
metal box I was the only one to have actually climbed the mountain. 

Feeling that healthy tiredness that only comes from a long day’s outdoor exertion I 
made my way back up Grindelwald’s main street in search of food. In fact I wasn’t really 
searching; I knew exactly where I was headed. At the top end of the village there’s a small 
restaurant by the roadside called Tom’s Hutte and they do an excellent pizza – one of the 
best in fact and ten minutes later I was sat outside that very restaurant, a beer on the 
table, awaiting a spicy chilli pizza.  

The pizza lived up to usual standards and still feeling a warm fatigue but no longer 
hungry I went back to my hotel before I fell asleep outside the restaurant. There was no 
sign of the Aussies, Anthony and Nicky that night, but I only went in the bar for a short 
while before heading to my room.  

Tomorrow was Friday the 13th. It was also the day I would set off on my first 
proper trek in the Alps across one of the most notorious mountains in the world, the 
Eiger. Okay I wasn’t going up the North face but along the path known as the Eiger 
Trail that led below it but I’m not superstitious about these things so I didn’t care 
anyway. With the weather forecast promising or threatening (depending on whether or 



not you had a long uphill walk to do carrying a heavy pack) 30 degrees C tomorrow an 
early start would be needed.  

 



 
 

Chapter Three 
Friday the 13th on the Eiger 

  
A brilliant cloudless blue morning awaited me as I began the walk down the road from 
the hotel.  Feeling fortified from a good breakfast I’d checked out of the Lauberhorn and 
begun my journey. The Oberland Mountains shone in the clear air and beckoned me on 
my way – not too quickly though - my pack was a bit heavy! 

By the church I turned off on a road which I thought went to Grund, the village just 
below Grindelwald. It didn’t. I ended up following a track through the farmland below 
the village which eventually brought me, after  half and hour, back to the village only 
200m further down than where I’d left the main road. Good start! 

This time on the right track, a footpath led down again past scattered houses and 
farms and down to the shade-less valley floor. The sun blazed down and I was already 
sweating despite having walked mainly downhill. 

“It’s too hot”, I thought to myself. “I think I’ll get the train up that hill.”  The hill I 
referred to was the path following the Jungfrau railway from Grund to Alpiglen, a steep 
climb but the Eiger Trail officially started at Alpiglen, so I guess it was only a small cheat. 

It was a relief to get off the crowded train at Alpiglen and it was slightly cooler up 
here. I was surprised that there was no-one about and the Café looked closed but it was 
still early, I’d left the hotel just after 8am. Having sorted my bag into a more comfortable 
position I, at last, set off. 

There are two main ways from Grindelwald to Kleine Scheidegg and thence to 
Wengen, where I was headed today; the pass known as Kleine Scheidegg, which my 
Aussie mates would be tackling on the Oberland Pass Route, and the Eiger Trail, which I 
was on now. This route I had done in a downwards direction from Eigergletscher station 
last year. In this direction though, you climb to Eigergletscher, then descend about 1000 
feet to Kleine Scheidegg. From there the way to Wengen is the same but this route gives 
a closer view of the North Face of the Eiger. 

The well marked path signposted the Eiger Trail, led up across an open meadow 
towards a patch of trees. The views here were amazing with the whole of the 
Grindelwald valley laid out below and the Wetterhorn at its end above the wide saddle of 
the Grosse Scheidegg pass. To the other side of the pass heading across the valley rose 
the green range of the Faulhorn topped by the shining white peak of the Schwarzhorn. 
The name means ‘black peak’ and I found it amusing that it was the only completely 
snow covered –hence not black at all – summit in that range. 

I soon reached the trees but the still shade was no cooler. The path wound up 
steeply through them and across a little ledge with a rope handrail - I remembered that 
from the last time - before zigzagging up again above the trees. 

I stopped for a rest and some water and was overtaken by a couple who seemed to 
be sprinting up. I’d had to stop otherwise I would have flaked out with the heat! Setting 
off again the trail levelled a little before I branched off to the right crossing a little 
footbridge where the river had channelled a mini gorge in the limestone and back 
towards Eigergletscher. A steep section followed – with many rests! If the breeze 
stopped so did I – to wait for it to start again. 

A Japanese couple passed me going the other way at one of my rest stops. They 
spoke good English and said the forecast was for temperatures of 30 to 35 degrees 
centigrade in the valley over the weekend. Hang on – what’s this thirty five all about? I 
thought thirty would be the top! 



It was too hot already, my bag weighed, my strength ebbed and it felt as though I 
was being boiled from the inside. The North Wall above was draped in huge amounts of 
ice and snow and its cool shadows looked inviting rather than threatening. I was sure of 
one thing – if this heat kept up I would not be going to Zermatt. 

Higher up the path follows huge, grassy, and then stony hollows beneath the North 
Wall. It was more open here and the breeze returned. I realised that I needed to stop for 
longer, not just for a minute, and allow myself to cool down properly.  The same as if 
your car has over-heated you need to let it fully cool down before setting off again. 

Steadily, I climbed and the battle with the sun was finally won with help from the 
Eiger itself! There was a stretch below the wall where the path was shaded by the 
mountain. I made for this and stopped for a snack and water. 

A sound like a series of rumbling cracks broke the stillness. Above, an avalanche of 
ice, snow and rock was crashing down the fearsome crags. The face, first climbed in July 
1938 by Heinrich Harrer, Anderl Heckmair, Ludwig Vorg and Fritz Kasparek, has a 
reputation for notoriety. Harrer’s brilliant book The White Spider recounts the full 
history of climbing the face as well as the deaths, narrow escapes and heroic rescue 
attempts that have resulted from attempting it. The names of many of its features; the 
Hinterstossier Traverse, Death Bivouac, Traverse of the Gods and the White Spider itself 
evoke tales of bravery and tragedy. Yet despite the very real dangers of climbing this 
King of Alpine North Faces, the Eiger has killed far fewer climbers than say, Mont Blanc 
whose normal route can be hazardous too, but is not particularly difficult in good 
conditions. 

I think though that to attempt the Eiger North Face, one would need to be part of a 
special breed of climbers. If you weren’t of the calibre needed you’d know it and 
wouldn’t risk the attempt. Many try Mont Blanc mistakenly thinking it to be an easy walk 
up. It isn’t. Many don’t come back. 

Another avalanche broke my reverie and I decided against attempting to climb the 
1800 metres of sheer, ice-encrusted, crumbling limestone above me and instead see if I 
could get up this footpath. I watched as the avalanche became a fine white dust cloud 
hanging in the air and set off once again. 

I was almost chilly after resting in some proper shade and could now walk at a 
decent pace without stopping every two minutes. Up a short steep section and into the 
last stony hollow, I passed the sprinters from before; they were now resting by the path. 
Soon afterwards I passed an area of small cairns I remembered from last time - I think 
they are memorials to dead climbers but don’t quote me on that – I’m not certain as no 
one I asked seemed to know. This part of the mountain though abounds with a strange, 
almost welcoming tranquillity in contrast to the menacing aura of the north face above. 

This really is a good path though. It was constructed but not with big stone steps or 
- even worse - concrete, as some paths are. It’s narrow, easy and obvious and follows a 
fantastic route. I was feeling good again in the cool breeze at 2300m – I was going to 
Zermatt after all! 

The last section leads below the sheer rock outcrop of the Rotstock, a small 
subsidiary peak of the Eiger and you walk on a shady, narrow section below the rock wall 
and then, all of a sudden, there are open meadows and a view of the Monch and Jungfrau 
– Eigergletscher, 7,650 feet. 

I walked up the ridge, past where the original Mitteleggi Hut has been relocated and 
up to a seat in the shade below the overhanging rocks. A good lunch spot – it was where 
I’d nearly been blown off the ridge last September. Today was calm though and a man 
sunbathed on the south side of the ridge. His dog had more sense and wandered up to 
join me in the shade. 



It was a good lunchtime perch with views close up on the Monch and Jungfrau and 
their glaciers. Ahead and below, a long way below, was the Lauterbrunnen valley, and 
beyond that the snow topped Schilthorn that I’d climbed yesterday. 

 After a look around the corner where a faint path led along a ledge and up towards 
the Rotstock via ferrata, a rock route on the ridge protected by fixed ropes and ladders, I 
nipped into the Eigergletscher station for an orange juice on the terrace. I’d eaten here 
last time and the food had been surprisingly good for a station cafe. 

Many open air restaurants in the Alps have a population of opportunistic birds – 
usually sparrows - which will virtually join you at the table in the hope of a few scraps. 
Here at Eigergletscher though, perhaps in keeping with the Eiger’s reputation, there sat 
on the fence several great black ravens, like so many extras from a Hitchcock movie! 

Downhill now - an easy path headed down towards Kleine Scheidegg and, just 
before the station, traversed a particularly horrible building site. What an achievement! 
They’d succeeded in destroying, not only the peace and quiet, but also quite a large area 
of alpine meadow land and created an eyesore. I hope they’re proud of themselves. 

On a subsequent visit it emerged that this eyesore was the construction of a new 
reservoir for Kleine Scheidegg which looked far better after it was built but I stand by my 
impression at the time! 

I carried on to Kleine Scheidegg, where I’d planned a short stop, but today in the 
sunshine, it was even more crowded than usual, so I just carried on. The track was good 
and the views breathtaking but the heat returned as I dropped lower and while I’d left the 
crowds of the Scheidegg behind it was still busy. Just as I was becoming bored with 
walking with all the tourists, many of whom looked the type that would never have got 
up here without the train and were only capable of walking if it was downhill, I was 
distracted by a large bird circling over the Jungfrau’s crags, riding thermals of warm air. I 
was fairly sure I’d just seen an eagle but the distance was too great to be certain. 

At the Wengernalp, where I stopped for a cold drink, I overheard an English voice 
behind me saying that he’d spotted a golden eagle half an hour previously. They sounded 
as though they knew more about bird watching than I did, which isn’t very much, so that 
will do for me, it was an eagle I’d just seen. 

The proprietor of the Wengernalp, who served me, spoke English and he asked how 
far I was going. 

“To Zermatt”, I’d replied. He’d seemed very interested in my quest when I 
elaborated on my planned route and as I was leaving he came over again and gave me a 
large piece of cake. 

“On the house”, he said. “For the Sefeinenfurka – just in case – there’s nothing up 
there!” 

I thanked the man profusely – I always like getting something for free, but it was a 
kind act and I appreciated it. I would indeed save it for lunch on the Sefeinenfurka. 

Here I was joined, for a while, by Ben from Boston who’d overheard me talking 
about my trip. He’d not done so badly. A long flight to Geneva that morning, followed 
by a drive to Interlaken and the Mannlichen cable car which he’d walked down from just 
now on his way back to Wengen. 

Soon the first views down to Wengen appeared and on down towards Interlaken 
beyond. I was on a sunny meadow just above the tree line and some guys were getting 
ready to paraglide down. I nearly asked them for a lift. I was hot again and it was a relief 
to be back in the trees for a long, lonely walk on an endless forest path. 

Emerging from the cool pines into the sun again I heard the sound of cow bells 
close at hand. Just to the right was a field of donkeys. Yes, donkeys – all wearing cow 
bells or would they be called donkey bells? Either that or the sun had got to my head and 
I was hallucinating - how surreal! 



Tired out, I arrived in Wengen and began the search for the Hotel Belvedere, where 
I was booked in that night. My walk had been good so far though the weather had made 
it a lot harder and now all I wanted was a sit down, a shower, a beer and food, in that 
order. 

Wengen, like Grindelwald, is another typical Swiss alpine village, charming and 
excessively pretty, it exudes an opulent exclusivity and I was lucky I think to have found 
a room with breakfast for 80 francs or just over £35. Many will know Wengen from 
programmes like the UK’s Ski Sunday, it being home to the famous Lauberhorn 
Downhill race and the railway station has a board displaying the names of the heroes of 
this race headed by American star Bode Miller. 

As I walked slowly up the road towards my hotel – Swiss villages usually have 
signposts to individual hotels – I realised what added to the peaceful atmosphere here. 
Like Zermatt, where I was headed, Wengen is traffic free, the only transport being the 
electric buggies which can be just as lethal as you can’t hear them coming up behind you. 
I didn’t however miss the pollution and noise of cars. The week before, Jacqui, Josh and 
I had been to London to watch the start of the Tour de France and the difference it 
made when the roads were closed for the race was unbelievable. One could actually 
appreciate the city’s wonderful architecture and tree lined roads in peace, quiet and clean 
air. 

It is ominous when a hotel receptionist says any sentence containing the words “a 
problem with your booking”. Here at the Belvedere a trade delegation of some 
description had apparently booked the whole hotel leaving me and several other guests 
out in the cold as it were. So much for my making comments about Friday 13th. While 
not wishing to share with a bunch of pompous business people I did require a lie down 
within the next half hour or so. 

The receptionist however, soon had me reassured. “You’ll be stopping at our sister 
hotel the Wengener Hof next door.” I was further reassured on being told that I would 
still have breakfast and it would not cost one penny more. 

This was landing on one’s feet! The red carpet and 4 stars painted on the door 
promised a splendour that I was unaccustomed to! The Belvedere had looked nice – old 
style and friendly but the Wengener Hof was the lap of luxury. My room was about the 
size of Luxembourg and even the shower compartment was as big as our bathroom at 
home. I immediately lowered the tone of the place by washing socks and shirts and 
hanging them on the balcony to dry. 

The restaurant was one of those where people dressed for dinner and it looked 
expensive so I headed off in search of somewhere cheap and preferably Italian. A little 
bar/restaurant about 100m from the hotel answered all requirements and I enjoyed a 
delicious seafood risotto outdoors in the now pleasantly warm evening. 

As I was finishing my meal and on my second or third beer, my attention was 
caught by a group of English tourists at a neighbouring table as the waitress brought 
them a bottle of wine which was clearly neither their first nor second for that matter. 

One woman was educating the others on the art of cooking salmon and after a 
lengthy talk on the subject she declared that she wasn’t very big on salmon in the first 
place. Another piped up with “No, not on its own, it’s got to have something on it.” 

“I prefer a nice bit of trout” added a third lady, who sounded as though she would 
lose the ability to speak if she drank any more wine. 

A slurred and sonorous male voice then brought the subject of halibut into the 
conversation. Well, that was it. Halibut would keep them going all night as each member 
of the group reminisced with eloquence about their own personal experiences of that 
particular fish. 



I was sorely tempted to add my own comments about a fish licence for a pet 
halibut, referring to a sketch by Monty Python but couldn’t remember the lines. It was 
time to go! 

A bottle of beer from the minibar and I sat out on the balcony and took photos of 
the surrounding mountains. The sun was setting and the alpenglow lit the Jungfrau and 
Breithorn splendidly. My position, with the flower boxes on the balcony, backed by a 
lush line of trees and the green carpet of the valley floor far below gave the impression of 
being in a vast hanging garden. As the lights began to appear one by one in the valley, the 
only sounds were evening birdsong and the ever present distant cow bells – or were they 
donkeys? One never knows... 
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